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ABSTRACT

As we approach the 150th anniversary of the colonial foundation of Auckland
(1990), we still lack both a general scholarly account and detailed critical
analysis of various aspects of Auckland’s history. So far as education is
concerned, there presently exist some useful published articles on diverse
themes, a number of unpublished theses, many ‘celebratory’ histories of
schools and other educational institutions, and some journalism. This paper
seeks to explore the main characteristics of this established literature, and then
to suggest some themes that seem central to the development of a social
history of Auckland education.

The educational institutions of Auckland might well be cited as proofs of the rapid progress made
by modern colonial communities. Within the memory of the people still living there was no such
place as Auckland, and the whole of the district was the territory of uncivilised natives, yet today it
has a University College, secondary and primary schools, and full participation in the colony’s liberal
system of free and secular education.
Stich was the view of the Cyclopedia of New Zealand in 1902, reporting on the growth of
education in the city and province of Auckland as being ‘of the very greatest interest and
significance in ... relation to modern British colonisation’.1 In its uncritical tone and its celebration of
the growth and progress of modern schooling, it presaged the large minority of accounts on
education in Auckland. It naturally failed to appreciate the long term significance of two overarching
trends which by the 1980s were to be highly contentious in their implications. The first of these was
the rise of the city, the role and character of education in an urban environment. The second, closely
related process involved the colonisation of Auckland, city and province.
As we approach the 150th anniversary of the colonial foundation of Auckland (1990), we still
lack both a general scholarly account and detailed critical analysis of various aspects of Auckland’s
history.2 So far as education is concerned, there presently exist some useful published articles on
diverse themes, a number of unpublished theses, many ‘celebratory’ histories of schools and other
educational institutions, and some journalism. This paper seeks to explore the main characteristics
of this established literature, and then to suggest some themes that seem central to the
development of a social history of Auckland education.
The historian Michael Katz, writing on the history of education in Massachusetts, makes caustic
reference to what he calls a ‘cloud of sentiment’ around American education, which he feels
historians over the last century have done much to maintain. He attacks the ‘warm and comforting
myth’ of idealism and humanitarian zeal, and points out that ‘most large urban school systems since
the later nineteenth century have been cold, rigid, and somewhat sterile bureaucracies’.3 Most work
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on the educational history of Auckland, whether academic or popular, could be described as
contributing to a similar ‘warm and comforting myth’ in this country. Ian Cumming’s book on the
Auckland Education Board, still, after more than a quarter of a century, probably the major source of
reference on the history of education in Auckland, is essentially a centenary celebration of an
established institution. Its title, Glorious Enterprise, does much to express the underlying sentiment.
Similarly, K. A. Trembath’s history of Auckland Grammar School, Ad Augusta - again a significant
choice of title - is probably the best and most substantial school history so far produced in Auckland.
But it shares Cumming’s view of education, and for that matter the view expressed by the Cyclopedia
Of New Zealand also, as representing progress, consensus, harmony, and the triumph of liberal
values.
According to Trembath there has been a ‘revolution’ in New Zealand education since the
second world war, reflected in the development of Auckland Grammar School: ‘in buildings as in
curriculum, staffing, and teaching techniques, the school reflects developments in the national
system over the last fifteen years.’ The result of all this, Trembath concludes, is the ‘fulfilment of
ambitions’ which had surrounded the founding of the School in 1869: ‘The total fitness of the words,
Per Augusta Ad Augusta, to describe a century of development.’5 Very little has been published on
education outside the schools, but what there is tends to follow this basic approach. Wynne Colgan’s
book on Auckland Public Library, for example, is another centenary work that suffers from what one
might call the ‘Prize Day syndrome’, conforming to established academic values, entrenched
educational interests, and unexamined liberal assumptions.6 And Auckland’s Historic Schools by Paul
Tritenbach exhibits these tendencies par extellence.7
As one might expect, the summer school jubilee histories and school magazines tend to project
the same image. Slightly more surprising, and disappointing, this would also be true of most
unpublished research theses on education in Auckland. Such theses usually contain useful and often
interesting information about particular institutions, their leaders, and their official aims and ideals,
but little else. Whether we look to D.M. Rae and the Auckland Training College, or to the history of
Dilworth School, or to King’s College, or to Seddon Memorial Technical College, we find an
overwhelming emphasis upon success stories, enlightened leadership, achievement against the
odds.8 Interestingly, there is in many cases a mismatch between the character and role of education
as expressed in this kind of academic literature, and the images evoked by journalism. This
discrepancy has become increasingly marked in the past decade as growing numbers of editorials,
reports and features have been devoted to the social problems and conflicts of Auckland. It is
perhaps arguable that such journalism gives a more accurate and realistic picture of education in
Auckland than has been provided by the schools and universities. On the other hand, the view from
the press gallery has shortcomings of its own. It focuses on the sensational and sometimes atypical
event, rarely inquiring in any deep way into the historical processes that have shaped and continue
to shape the city around us. There are some notable exceptions to this rule, especially the Listener
columns of Ranginui Walker over the years, and investigations into such disparate institutions as
Auckland Grammar School and Nga Tapuwae.9 Even so, we should make use of journalistic material,
as indeed of the academic literature, in a critical manner, interrogating it as historical evidence and
seeking at all times to relate it to long-term structural developments and wider social and political
configurations.
This seems true also of two other kinds of source which have so far been little employed. Oral
history can help us to recover the experiences and perspectives of those who have been educated
or have been involved in the system in various. ways, whether as administrators or teachers, parents
or pupils. Primary sources, the records of institutions and individuals, might also be used rather more
than they have been before to discover the aims and interests determining education beneath the
public facade. Careful appraisal of these various types of data can help us to go beyond the usual
‘constitutional’ accounts towards a social history of education in Auckland, concerned with the
changing relationships between education, broadly conceived, and the social and political
processes around it.
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There is some work available that already goes part of the way towards this goal. Margaret
Mutch and J.R. Phillips have given some insight into the social role of education in nineteenthcentury Auckland, developed further by Judith Elphick’s ‘social portrait’ of Auckland in the 1870s10
We have useful theses by John Colquhoun on the Workers’ Educational Association in Auckland and
its purposes of social change, and by Stuart Wallace on the early relationship between Auckland
University College and an indifferent, even hostile, communlty.11 There is also a most interesting
piece of Levett and Braithwaite that seeks to portray the public library system in the twentieth
century as an �gent of inequality.12 Garfield Johnson has documented the problems of Hillary
College (originally Otara College) in establishing itself and serving its community, while the work of
Peter Ramsay and his colleagues at Waikato demonstrates some of the reasons for the ‘special
needs’ of schools in Mangere and Otara.13 Recent research by Martin Kealey and William Brown has
suggested ethnographic and spatial approaches to education in Auckland.14 Most impressive of all
in many ways, Hugh Kawharu has drawn attention to the parallel between the alienation of the Ngati
Whatua tribe of Orakei from its land, and its alienation from schooling.15 But Much of this research
has never been published, or else is hidden away in relatively obscure journals. Also, such works
have usually not been followed up by more general or long-term analyses: they have been the
contribution either of students in no position to develop their work further, or of established
scholars engaged in a single project. They have tended to work in isolation from each other, in
several different disciplines so that a coherent literature has failed to develop. What we have in fact
is a series of fascinating but frustrating glimpses of what the social history of education in Auckland
might look li.ke. We need now to bring them all together and use them to inform further historical
study. In addition, it may be useful to suggest certain themes around which we may arrange or
organise such work in the future.
In assessing the role of education in the making of modern Auckland, we need to take note of
both continuity and change in the life and character of the city. First of all, continuity - and here we
can see that many of the educational institutions that are familiar landmarks today were established
in the nineteenth century: Auckland Education Board In 1857; Auckland Grammar School, 1869;
Auckland University College, 1883; Auckland Free Public Library in 18800 Equally to the point, the
social character of the city was in some respects Already established in the first half-century of its
growth. From its early years it spread to become a collection of residential areas which strongly
reflected, indeed reinforced 9 social class differences. The area in which people lived gave a good
indication of their station in life. This feature has continued into the twentieth century, made even
more evident by the fact that Auckland in terms of land area has become one of the largest cities in
the world. P. K. Harwood, senior community adviser for Auckland City Council, suggested in 1977
that Contrary to the New Zealand egalitarian myth, Auckland has an ever-increasing class system and
this stratification is clearly shown in residential areas - for example in 1971 only 0.4% of the male
working population in Arch Hill/Newton received an income of $6,000 or more compared to 24%
in Kohimarama. More importantly, the power of decision making via elected representatives in
such institutions as the Auckland City Council has been oriented towards the wealthier suburbs.16

Thus it appears that social class in general and social geography in particular, have been important
influences throughout the growth of Auckland. In what ways has this shaped the character and
forms of education? And is it possible to discern whether education itself has tended to reinforce or
to weaken these social patterns? According to W. E. Marsden, in British towns and cities of the late
nineteenth century, ‘Residential segregation became a potent influence on attitudes towards
education and on the nature of the provision of educational fad titles.’ Moreover, ‘The ecological
forces which had made residential segregation an intimate part of the process of urban growth were
faithfully reflected and reinforced even by popular educational provision.’17 But as has been shown
elsewhere, there need be no simple or linear relationship involved here. Schooling has had varied
effects on class and social geography in different situations.18 Education has often been regarded as
both a means of reproducing dominant structures and attitudes, and an arena of social and cultural
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conflict.19 In the context of the city, Gerald Grace argues that this implies ‘a continuing ideological
conflict over the contents and structure of the curriculum, the mode of pedagogy and the nature of
social relations within urban schooling.20 The extent to which tins has been true in Auckland has yet
to be explored in any depth. It seems, though, to involve vital issues which need to be addressed if
we are to understand the relationship between education and Auckland society, including
contemporary aspects such as that, in the 1980s,
teachers and pupils in Auckland’s poorer suburbs face a hard slog when it comes to raising money
for school equipment and trips. Some schools would miss out altogether if it were not for constant
raffles and discos to scrape together money for the basics, while in other parts of Auckland pupils
scramble for a place on $300 week-long ski trips.21

As well as such aspects of continuity, we can point also to dramatic changes, especially since
the 1940s. Kenneth Cumberland has remarked that ‘The Auckland of today is largely a product of
post-war development.’22 It physically derives from the constructions and reconstructions of the last
thirty years or so. Demographic change has profoundly affected all aspects of the city, including
education. The population of Central Auckland grew from 331,940 in 1945, to 514,497 in 1961, to
698,382 in 1971, to 829,519 in 1981. This growth affected different areas in markedly different ways.
The drift from the countryside to the city left some schools deserted while creating overcrowded
conditions elsewhere. P. Mercer, secretary-manager of Taranaki Education Board, noted in
September, 1966 the growing concern of the Auckland Education Board at the diverse effects of
urban drift: ‘The difficulty is to determine how much maintenance and rebuilding work should be
done. It is becoming difficult to maintain existing transport services … Many country school rolls,
hitherto stable, have suddenly declined.’23 Meanwhile the Education Department’s Regional Office
in Auckland was having to cope with a large increase of pupils which posed ‘considerable problems
in providing sufficient accommodation and adequate facilities’. Such problems were compounded
by the fact that,
Quite apart from the rapid residential development in many parts of Auckland, population in some
areas is actually dropping, while for others p such as the state housing areas, come very large
numbers of post primary pupils for a few years, but then the numbers tend to stabilise and finally
steadily to decrease.24

In particular, the various attractions of the city led to the large-scale immigration of Maori families
and young people from rural areas, and Pacific Islanders also, who tended to congregate in distinct
parts of the city. In these circumstances we need to reflect not only on the impact of rapid change
upon established structures and ingrained attitudes, but also upon the response of hitherto
dominant groups to a changing and perhaps threatening situation. It is fair to emphasise the
administrative problems created by such changes, and the efforts that have been made to retain
education ns a social service for all. No less significant, even so, are the values and characteristics of
such education, and the interests that it has tended to serve.
In approaching these latter aspects, the central role played by education in the colonisation of
Auckland is surely a key feature. The structures and values of Auckland society have shown a strong
tendency to imitate British, and especially English, antecedents and traditions. Andre Siegfried,
visiting Auckland in the 1890s, emphasised the strong echoes of English life in all areas of Auckland
society:
Were it not for the glitter of the brilliant sunshine, the incomparable clearness of the air, and the
thoroughly colonial aspect of the houses buried among the trees, one might well take it for an
English town ... Good Englishmen as they are, the inhabitants of Auckland never seem to be in a
hurry, and in all circumstances one can see and admire their British calm.25

Education strongly reflected this cultural dependence. As the English socialist Sidney Webb noted,
also in the 1890s: ‘Our general impression of education as shown in Auckland: seedy in appliances,
imitative of old English models in method, honourable and gentlemanly in its spirit but quite
without originality, independence, or modern ideas.’26 English values and traditions were used
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explicitly to ‘civilise’ both the general outlook of a rough frontier community, and the Maori tangata
whenua.
Auckland Mechanics’ Institute was a notable attempt to provide ‘useful and entertaining
knowledge’27 as ‘a steady counteracting force against those pernicious influences to which in o
young colony society is peculiarly exposed’.28 It was based solidly upon the principles of the
Mechanics’ Institute in London,29 and its committee was at pains to point out that:
Mechanics Institutes are not only well known to all intellectual communities, but also highly
appreciated and rank among their patrons persons of the highest literary acquirements and
influence in the Parent State and Europe generally. The most prominent among those (living) is
the Lord Brougham and Vaux and (dead) the immortal Birkbeck the founder of Mechanics
Institutes.30

Russell Stone has recently suggested that the mechanics’ institute in Auckland appealed to the ‘twin
Victorian ideals of respectability and self-improvement’.31 It was never as popular as its sponsors had
hoped and in 1880 its principal asset, its book collection, was taken over by the new Auckland Free
Public Library. Even so, the ideas that actuated it were to be characteristic of education in the
growing community.
A further purpose of education in Auckland was for it to provide a means of cultural domination.
Sir George Grey as governor established industrial boarding schools under the Education Ordinance
of 1847, according to Judith Nathan, as ‘a way of consolidating Christianity, a means of fostering
Western standards and maintaining racial harmony, and finally as instruments of assimilation’.32 As
conflict developed between the colonists and Maori tribes, the dimension of control became
manifest. Vicesimus Lush, vicar of the parish of Howick, was perhaps unconsciously apt in
commenting on tile situation in 1860, ‘A sad report rife today of 150 settlers surrounded in a
stockade by a thousand Maoris - and in great danger all of being killed. In the midst of all this
inquietude I am contemplating two projects - the enlargement of my Church and the establishment
of a Book Club.’33 The public library established in Auckland was also intended to be an instrument
of cultural authority. Sir George Grey argued in June 1883 that the library would assist the ‘migration’
of a culture and language:
Speaking different languages, accustomed to different laws, to varied modes of government, but
still all gradually merging into the use of that one familiar tongue - the Anglo-Saxon language which is to dominate the world. (Cheers.) This is the population for which we have to provide.
These are the people for whom, and for their children, we are to secure a mode of instruction in
our public institutions, which shall enable this central position of Auckland, and these central
islands of New Zealand, ultimately to flood the Pacific with learning, and to dominate with a just
and righteous supremacy - not of tyranny, but of intellect, over the great extent of islands which
surround us upon every side.34

Schools were to perform a similar function.
Education also provided a means of acquiring a sense of tradition and of culture in this relatively
isolated and newly fashioned community. Auckland Grammar School imitated and interpreted the
practices and ideals of English public and grammar schools to cultivate its own ‘grammar school
tradition’, suited particularly for middle class, male Europeans. J. W. Tibbs, its headmaster for thirty
years, suggested in 1911 that it had become the ‘chief school’ of Auckland ‘where the professional
and businessmen of the future are receiving their education’.35 The school’s colonial aspect was
strongly emphasised by the Governor of New Zealand, The Earl of Liverpool, and the Hon. W. H.
Herries as the representative of the Government at the ceremony to lay the foundation-stone of the
new grammar school building at Mountain Road in 1913. According to the Earl of Liverpool:
One of the chief characteristics of the English speaking race was that it carried its institutions with
it to all quarters and all climates of the globe. One of these characteristics was the desire to foster
education, that the youth of the country might become worthy citizens of the great Empire to
which they belonged.
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Herries continued in the same spirit, noting that ‘His Excellency and himself had come from that
greatest school of the Empire - Eton’: ‘The Auckland Grammar School was not the old school that
Eton was, but it had as fine traditions, which had been worthily upheld in the past, and which the
boys of the future and the present had to uphold. (Applause.)36 In doing so it also appealed with
rather more success than the old mechanics’ institute to the ideals of ‘respectability’ and ‘selfimprovement’.
An especially clear example of the colonial character of education in Auckland, and the values
it tended to encourage, is n circular for school committees and head teachers prepared by the
Auckland Education Board in June 1897 for Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee (see Appendix 1).
Tuesday 22 June was set aside for the observance of the Jubilee, and a Special Lesson was prescribed
to explain the progress of the British Empire during Victoria’s reign: ‘The Board trusts that every head
teacher will take the opportunity (before the 20th June) to give a special lesson on the lines therein
set forth, and thus to inspire the children with a feeling of loyalty to the Throne, and a sense of the
wonderful growth of the British Empire.’37 Less blatant, but arguably just as significant, was a
submission made to the Department of Education by the Auckland Grammar Schools Board in April
1962, seeking the maintenance of ‘specialisation on the academic side in a large city’ (Appendix II).
The development of co-educational, multilateral ‘secondary education for all’ seemed to threaten
the academic and cultural ‘traditions’ constructed by the grammar schools: ‘Our Board is naturally
alive to its responsibility to preserve and enhance this tradition: to allow it to fall into neglect would
be a grave disservice to the community.’38 This appears to be an instance of an established interest
group defending the values and structures that it represented, in the face of unpredictable and
undesired change. Both documents, although prepared sixty-five years apart and intended for
different kinds of audience, may be read as manifestations of colonial culture: the first in 1897,
during a phase of expansion. and self-confidence, the second at a time of doubt and challenge.
Detailed analysis of the ideologies embedded in the ‘colonial culture’, and of the processes by
which they were disseminated and accepted among the community, seems an important task for a
social history of Auckland. Equally do we need to gauge and explain the appeal of different kinds of
values and institutions, and the distinctive ways in which they were interpreted to suit the Auckland
context. In general terms, however, this central aspect of Auckland education clearly helps us to
explain several related features. First, it suggests the existence of social and cultural attitudes at a
local and urban level that have at various times come into conflict with what C. E. Beeby has recently
described as the dominant ‘myths u of New Zealand education.39 The ‘official’ tradition of education
in New Zealand has emphasized equality and uniformity, and this general tendency has been well
represented by the approach of the Education Department’s Regional Office in Auckland since 1948.
Yet there has been a strong demand, often vociferously expressed, in Auckland for academic
standards and distinctive forms of education. In the 1950s, Henry Cooper of Auckland Grammar
School ‘pleaded for schools to be allowed to develop their own individuality and character’, arguing
that ‘If pupils were not allowed to go to the old established Grammar Schools they would tend to
go to private schools where they could get the education they required.’40 Noel Barclay, chair of the
AGSB, could still insist in 1977 that ‘Our schools offer a particular style of education and some
parents would prefer this for their children. In many cases this preference is so strong that parents
shift their household to within the zone of the school of their choice’.41 It is arguable that
‘bureaucratic centralism’, styled as such by Michael Katz in the context of American education, has
served in the case of New Zealand as an antidote to colonial values most sharply expressed in
Auckland.42 Conversely, the various voluntary. democratic and local bodies based in Auckland have
often tended to seek authority and legitimacy in their colonial educational traditions.
Community attitudes towards education also seem explicable by reference to an enduring
colonial culture. The popularity of established ‘traditions’ in Auckland education is one indication of
this; equally, we can point to a certain suspicion of novelty and change. Both facets were recognised
by C. E. Beeby as director of education when he tried to convince Auckland educational interests of
the need for expansion and adaptation in 1944:
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He fully realised the part tradition played with parents in selecting the school to which their
children should go and he had much sympathy with it. However, in a rapidly expanding city such
as Auckland new schools must be established and if progress were to be made, it was inevitable
that old ties must be partially severed and new ones cemented.43

It appears that this was not as ‘inevitable’ as Beeby hoped. A quarter of a century later, the Auckland
Star could still note that ‘Establishments like the old city grammar schools have an aura mixed of
merit, tradition and the single sex exclusiveness that rubs off from private schools.’44 In June 1957
the district senior Inspector for post-primary schools, AIan Thom, remarked: ‘I need hardly point out
that, following on certain ‘‘rabble raising’ by the New Zealand Herald, there already exists in
Auckland an emotional potential, which will not require much to set off a campaign ‘‘to preserve
unsullied the noble traditions, academic and cultural, of the Grammar Schools’’!45 That same month,
Thom himself felt obliged to address the issue of ‘tradition’ at a public meeting to explain the need
for a new high school in Mt. Roskill:
Mr Thom went on to say that although parents may be unwilling to send their children to a new
school, preferring, rather the old established school with some tradition and record of scholastic
achievement behind it, nevertheless, the child enrolled at the new school this year would become
a foundation member and would have a full share in creating a tradition.46

Often the result was that new schools would imitate the traditions and customs of the well
established schools in order to win the acceptance of the local community.
In the same vein, one may detect a deep attachment to liberal ideologies of social mobility and
self-improvement through academic success. At the grammar schools in the 1920s and 1930s, the
most popular courses were the academic courses which were supposed to prepare pupils for
professional careers. According to the Grammar School Board in 1929,
It is possible that a number of pupils are sent to the Grammar Schools who are not likely to profit
sufficiently by the kind of education which leads to a career in the higher walks of business or the
professions and who might receive a more suitable kind of education elsewhere. But here a factor
of the utmost Importance intervenes, though usually overlooked, namely the choice of the
parents.47

This ‘choice’ was doubtless in many cases a pragmatic one, as Hugh Kawharu has pointed out in
relation to the Ngati Whatua community of Orakei: ‘It was this rule-of-thumb pragmatism rather
than enchantment with Pakeha values as such that caused them to see in the acquisition of Pakeha
skills through Pakeha education a hope for their children.’48 Even so, it was a commitment shared by
many who were unlikely to reap any personal rewards from the education system. Alison Jones has
documented the hopes and ideals of Pacific Island girls who ‘stay on at school despite their often
relatively poor school attainment, because it represents for them one of the few hopes for social
mobility - even of a limited sort’.49 Martin Kealey’s research on pupils at Auckland Grammar School
reveals a conspicuous lack of resentment against the school’s official values and ideals, even among
the ‘meats’ or Iow-achievers of form 5H:
Although the norms and values of boys in this class were generally incompatible with the school’s
formally-stated goal of academic excellence. the majority of 5H pupils were not in their manner
and attitude overtly “anti” the school. Host had simply ceased to regard scholastic success as a
realistic ambition, and substituted in its place interests and activities that frequently lay outside
the school’s sphere of influence.50

Moreover, new schools and those with relatively poor academic records rarely chose to cast doubt
upon academic criteria, preferring in many cases to seek adjustments to their zones to include more
prosperous residential areas. or to attract more ‘able’ pupils who would improve the school’s
‘reputation’. As Garfield Johnson observed when helping to establish Otara College in the 1960s: ‘It
was vital to the success of the school that it should get a proper cross-section of its community, and,
in order to establish itself in public esteem, this meant as many of the brighter pupils as it could get
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to allow those all-important examination passes three years hence to be achieved, and a record of
successful old pupils to be built up.’51
How much resistance or hostility was harboured against these educational values, their colonial
associations, and the structures they created? This is another issue that deserves detailed research.
There certainly appears to have been little organised opposition, except that it is against the plans
of the university college to lay claim to the old Government House.52 But evidence of alienation
becomes more substantial from the 1960s onwards. Amid rapid social change and with a growing
population composed of different ethnic and cultural groups, criticism of the dominant norms of
education became more frequent and through going. By 1970, Seddon High School was on one
occasion moved to complain that
Many teachers and school administrators seem pretty oblivious to what is happening. Our
education system is still pretty much geared to inculcating European values. The symptoms of antiauthority, disregard for property, are still often regarded as a breakdown in school discipline, rather
than an indication that our methods, curriculum content, handling of human beings and value
systems need modification.53

Violence and increasing conflict within schools and in the wide community were linked, according
to several observers and critics, to alienation from an unsympathetic culture. Thus for example one
youth activities official offered a simple and clear analysis: ‘Lack of success at school
academically/recreationally, therefore Jack of happiness at school led to rejection of authority at an
early age and consequent acceptance of anti-social, anti-establishment attitudes. Expression in
gangs as compensation to fill in idle hours.’54 This kind of view was strongly supported by the Maori
educator Ranginui Walker: ‘The education system, established in the last century, has been one of
the most obvious practitioners of institutionalised racism through the exclusion of Maori Ianguage
and culture.’55
According to Walker p the loss of identity of the ‘new generation of city-born Maoris’ was
‘exacerbated by a school system which is monolingual as well as monocultural’.56 Such evidence
suggests that by the 1970s - 1980s the colonial culture was struggling to assimilate the rising
generation, although it retained strong support in many sections of the community. This, at any rate,
would be the lesson of an explanatory model of Auckland’s social history that stressed its colonial
traditions and values.
A social history of Auckland education should be able to illuminate the changing relationship
between the town and the countryside, from the scattered population of the province in the
nineteenth century to increasing domination by the conurbation of Auckland in the twentieth.57 It
will also provide a local test of orthodox perspectives on educational and social history in New
Zealand ns a whole. Equally, we will hopefully find it possible to build up a comparative analysis of
Auckland in relation to other urban centres in New Zealand, Australia and elsewhere, seeking much
greater use of Auckland sources than was achieved by Robert Thornbury in his rather premature
study of a decade ago.58 In one sense, our view of educational history ln Auckland should respond
to the ‘darkening vision’ of New Zealand society and politics in the 1970s and 1980s. Thus, as we
extend the account offered by Cumming and others beyond the school and Board and into the
many different aspects of education in all phases of life and society, and update it to include recent
developments, we will at the same time transform our history to embrace conflict as well as
harmony, intractable tensions no less than progress. We will accept that education in Auckland has
probably helped to maintain, and sometimes to intensify, social divisions as well as acting to break
them down. We will concede that the perspectives of disadvantaged groups will not be the same
as, often cannot be reconciled with, those of the ‘successes’ of the system: that the view from Otara
is different to the view from Epsom. On the other hand we should not be blind to the ideologies,
myths and perceptions that have tended more often than not to bind the community together. The
social history of education in Auckland will certainly be ‘of the very greatest interest and significance
in … relation to modern British colonisation’, though not in quite the way that the Cyclopedia Of
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New Zealand once lmagined. It will also be a vital element in our understanding of the difficult
growth of a national and local identity, and a diverse urban culture.
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